ABSTRACT
Introduction
Throughout this paper, [T] <  denotes the collection of all finite subsets of the set T. For the other notations and terminologies in General Topology which are not explicitly defined in this paper, the readers will be referred to the Ref. [1] .
For Proof. If the conclusion is not true, then there is an f  D such that for each r t  Cl(f(Y)), there exist an F t  ℱ and an  t > 0 such that 
Proof. Let {x i } be an ultranet in Y. For each f in L, {f(x i )} is an ultranet in C f , hence converges in C f ; i.e., {x i } is a L-net. (2) implies that {x i } has a cluster point x in Y. Since {x i } is an ultranet, {x i } converges to x. Thus, Y is compact. The converse is obvious. 
Definition 3.12 For each open set
2) and 3) are obvious from Def. 3.12. 
Lemma 3.14 For any two nonempty open sets S and T in Y, 1) S  T iff S*  T*, and 2) (S  T)* = S*  T*, if
S  T  . Proof. 1): (): ℱ  S*  S  ℱ  T  ℱ  ℱ  T*. (): S ⊈ T  there is a y  (S -T)  N y  (S* − T*)  S* ⊈ T*. 2): By 1) above, (S  T)*  S*  T*. If ℱ  S*  T*, then S  ℱ, T  ℱ and S  T  ℱ; i.e., ℱ  (S  T)*. S  T  ℱ, (S  T)*  ℬ and ℱ  (S  T)*  S*  T*  ℬ.  W W W W W W W S Y  W S Y W Y W W S W T Y  W Y W W Y W W W  W W T W W * V C  W Y W C Equip S Y (or T Y ) with the topology induced by ℬ. For each f in D, define f*: S Y (or T Y )   by f*(ℱ) = r f , if f −1 ((r f − , r f + ))  V r  ℱ for all  > 0. By Lemma 3.11, for each f  D, f* is well-defined and f*( S Y ) (or f*( T Y )  Cl(f(Y)), thus f* is a bounded real-valued function on (or Y ) such that f*(N x ) = f(x) for all x  Y. W T Proposition 3.16 For each f in D, let t  Cl(f(Y)). For any ,  with 0 <  < , 1) [f −1 ((t − , t + ))]*  f* −1 ((t − , t + )), 2) f* −1 ((t − , t + ))  [f −1 ((t-, t+))]*. Proof. 1): If ℱ  [f −1 ((t − , t + ))]*, then f −1 ((t − , t + ))  ℱ. If f*(ℱ) = e, then f −1 ((e − , e + ))  ℱ for all  > 0. Since f −1 ((t − , t + )  (e − , e + )) = f −1 ((t − , t + ))  f −1 ((e − , e + ))  ℱ for all  > 0, so (t − , t + )  (e − , e + )   for all  > 0. Thus f*(ℱ) = e  [t − , t+]  (t − , t + ); i.e., ℱ  f* −1 ((t − , t + )). 2): If ℱ  f* −1 ((t − , t + )), then f*(ℱ) = s  (t − , t + ) and f −1 ((s − , s + ))  ℱ for all  > 0. Pick  > 0 such that (s − , s + )  (t − , t + ). Then S = f −1 ((s − , s + ))  f −1 ((t − , t + )) and S  ℱ. Thus f −1 ((t − , t + ))  ℱ; i.e., ℱ  [f −1 ((t − , t + ))]*.((t − , t + )). Let U = f −1 ((t − /2, t + /2)).((r f − /2, r f + /2))  f −1 ([r f − /2, r f + /2])  f −1 ((r f − , r f + )) for all  > 0; i.e.,((r f − , r f + ))  V r  Å r for all  > 0. Then f*(Å x ) = f(x) for all x  X. 4.22-6. For each f in D, let t  Cl(f(X)). For any ,  with 0 <  < , 1) [f −1 ((t − , t + ))]*  f* −1 ((t − , t + )), 2) f* −1 ((t − , t + ))  [f −1 ((t − , t + ))]*.
Proof. For
be the open D -filter base that generates Å s and similarly for V t . Since Å s = Å t , V s = V t and that s f = t f for all f in D are equivalent, thus Å s  Å t , V s  V t and that there is a g in D such that s g  t g are equivalent. So, if Å s  Å t , then g*(Å s ) = s g  t g = g*(Å t ) for some g*  D*. Proof. Since the topologies on Z and X W are the weak topologies induced by ˚D and D*, respectively, to show the continuity of ℋ, it is enough to show that for any ˚f  ˚D (or f*  D*), any  > 0, ℋ
